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Abstract
Shubeck, Keith. M.S. The University of Memphis. December, 2015. Predicting
Meme Success with Linguistic Features in a Multilayer Backpropagation Network. Major
Professor: Xiangen Hu, PhD.
The challenge of predicting meme success has gained attention from researchers,
largely due to the increased availability of social media data. Many models focus on
structural features of online social networks as predictors of meme success. The current
work takes a different approach, predicting meme success from linguistic features. We
propose predictive power is gained by grounding memes in theories of working memory,
emotion, memory, and psycholinguistics. The linguistic content of several memes were
analyzed with linguistic analysis tools. These features were then trained with a multilayer
supervised backpropagation network. A set of new memes was used to test the
generalization of the network. Results indicated the network was able to generalize the
linguistic features in order to predict success at greater than chance levels (80%
accuracy). Linguistic features appear to be enough to predict meme transmission success
without any information about social network structure.
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Preface
Chapters 1 through 5 of this manuscript were submitted to and accepted by the Cognitive
Science Society. The manuscript was published in the non-archival proceedings of the
37th Annual Cognitive Science Society meeting. The citation for the accepted work is as
follows:
Shubeck, K. T., Huette S. (2015) Predicting Meme Success with Linguistic Features in a
Multilayer Backpropagation Network. In D. C.Noelle, R. Dale, A. S.
Warlaumont, J. Yoshimi, T. Matlock, C. D. Jennings, & P. P. Maglio (Eds.),
Proceedings of the 37th Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society (pp.
2182-2187). Austin, TX: Cognitive Science Society.
The content of the published manuscript details a predictive model of meme popularity
(i.e., successful or unsuccessful) that takes into account cognitive and linguistic features
of the meme. These features were included in the model because they have been shown in
previous research to impact memory and recall of sentences and words. If memes, or
cultural units of information, are competing with one another for replicators’ limited
cognitive resources, then those which are easier to remember or recall should tend to be
more successful than those that are more difficult to remember. This model adds to the
current research that aims to predict meme success by strengthening the argument that
meme success is not solely determined by the network or community structure in which it
resides. Instead, useful information for meme success prediction can be drawn from the
features that make up the meme. Chapter 6 contains an expanded discussion on the
limitations and future directions of the current model. Specifically, Chapter 6 of this
vi

manuscript describes steps that should be taken to improve the accuracy and robustness
of the model by: expanding the corpus of memes and included features, reducing the
effect of overfitting in the network, and introducing a more conservative evaluation of the
network’s accuracy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The term “meme” was originally coined by Richard Dawkins in his book, The
Selfish Gene. Dawkins, an evolutionary biologist, describes “meme” as a unit for
carrying cultural ideas or behavior, similar to how genes carry genetic information from
one generation to the next. Just as genes propagate from organism to organism, memes
propagate from mind to mind by way of communication and social learning (Dawkins,
1989). Under this lens, memes are also subject to mutations, where each mutation either
strengthens or weakens the meme’s fitness. Blackmore (1998) argues for maintaining the
original definition of meme, one that emphasizes imitation as the means of meme
transmission. Blackmore (1998) goes on to explain that a meme is first internalized in the
receiver and can then be reproduced. Heintz and Claidière (2014) argue that memes, or
replicators, compete with one another for an individual’s limited cognitive resources for
the chance to replicate again. Thus, some memes will fall into obscurity where others will
flourish. With this in mind, successful memes should be those that are easily memorable.
Analyzing the properties and features of memes that may influence their fitness has
proven to be a challenging endeavor, especially prior to the establishment of various
online social networks.
The internet, and more specifically social media, provides researchers interested
in the study of information diffusion, meme propagation, and cultural transmission a
means to observe these concepts in an ecologically valid setting and on a massive scale.
Our understanding of meme propagation runs parallel with our understanding of human
culture; the more we understand about memes and their mutations, their origins, and how
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quickly these are accepted by other individuals, the more we will understand cultural
trends that may have been previously considered bewilderingly anomalous. The
challenge then becomes for researchers to develop robust and valid methods for detecting
memes, tracking their mutations, and predicting their success. The current model attempts
to develop a method for predicting meme success by analyzing its linguistic and resultant
features. Features such as length, concreteness, and orthographic features such as
misspellings may all contribute to cognitive and emotional factors that would predict
transmission of a meme to some degree.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The challenge of detecting and tracking memes has been approached in a variety
of ways, with varying success. The broad and encompassing nature of the definition for
meme has resulted in the term being operationalized differently from study to study. In
addition to the changing operational definitions, the domains of meme studies also vary.
For example, some studies focus on visual or video content such as YouTube memes
(Shifman, 2012; Xie, Nastev, Kender, Hill, & Smith, 2011), and others on textual memes,
like quoted text in the news cycle (Leskovec, Backstrom, & Kleinberg, 2009; Simmons,
Adamic, & Adar, 2011). Other research has focused on microblogging memes in social
networks such as Twitter or Yahoo! Meme (Adamic, Lento, Adar, & Ng, 2014; Ienco,
Bonchi, & Castillo, 2010; Ratkiewicz et al., 2010; Tsur & Rappoport, 2012). For our
purposes here, we will focus on popular text-based memes, of which some have visual
components that were not included in the model, and others simply contain text.
Another recent study set out with the goal of predicting meme success by
observing the meme’s early spreading patterns within Twitter (Weng, Menczer, & Ahn,
2014). The authors chose to focus on the structure of the meme’s environment because
previous research has shown that the structure of underlying networks impacts the
spreading process of information (Barrat, Barthelemy, & Vespignani, 2008; Daley &
Kendall 1964). Design features of the website itself (i.e., user voting feature on Digg) can
also be used to improve meme prediction (Hogg & Lerman, 2012). Weng et al. (2014)
operationalize meme success by observing the meme’s overall popularity, relative to the
other memes in their dataset. They operationalize “meme” as any hashtag observed in
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their dataset. Hashtags are strings of text following a “#” users insert into their tweets
(i.e., short user submitted posts within Twitter) for labeling purposes. Popular hashtags
are tracked by Twitter and said to be “trending”. Here, the definition of a successful
meme is determined by the frequency of usage and overall popularity of that meme.
Weng et al. (2014) found that using topographic, or structural, features of the network
enabled their model to accurately predict a meme’s popularity up to two months in
advance. These topographical features included “community size”, where a community is
a set of nodes (i.e., individual users) who are followers of one another, and “network
surface” (i.e., neighbors of the audience of users).The model used by Weng et al. (2014)
is similar to other studies that include user influence in understanding information
diffusion (see Romero, Meeder, & Kleinberg, 2011).
Unfortunately, studies that include user influence (i.e., number of followers a
given user has, number of those followers’ followers, etc.) as a key component of their
meme predicting model add little to our understanding of why certain memes are selected
and become popular, and why other memes are unsuccessful. We argue that an important
question remains unanswered: are there linguistic features and aspects of cognition that
can predict the ultimate success of a meme, outside of the characteristics of the social
network?
Tsur and Rappoport (2012) attempt to answer that question by taking a closer
look at the content of Twitter hashtags in order to predict their popularity. Their study
places emphasis on the content features of a meme in determining its popularity,
something that prior to their 2012 study, has been largely ignored. Secondly, by stepping
away from the costly graph based algorithms, used in the studies mentioned above, Tsur
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and Rappoport (2012) provide a simple and more global approach for modeling meme
acceptance and popularity. The content features that were examined included: hashtag
length (number of characters and words), hashtag orthography, emotional content and
linguistic cognitive features taken from the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count Tool, or
LIWC. LIWC (http://www.liwc.net/) is a linguistic tool that counts the number of words
in various categories that have been built upon relevant communicative dimensions
(Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010). The categories of the program are the essential feature,
as they contain a collection of words that fit into 80 validated word categories, ranging
from emotion word categories to deception word categories. Using a regression model,
with the above mentioned features, they found that the cognitive category of words from
LIWC was positively correlated with the hashtag’s popularity, when the hashtag’s
content was also taken into account. For example, the word “think”, a cognitive process,
would predict increased popularity compared to a non-cognitive word, like “ball”. They
also found that lengthier hashtags were not as popular as shorter hashtags. They attributed
this finding to cognitive load theory and physical constraints for tweets (i.e., 140
character limit per tweet). Cognitive load theory posits that during an instance of complex
learning, an individual may be underloaded or overloaded with information, due to the
working memory limitations. While these findings are promising, Tsur and Rappoport
(2012) point out that future studies using the content of memes to predict success should
delve deeper into the psycholinguistic aspects of the content and the cognitive constraints
of the receiver of the meme.
These models often posit the relevant connections of meme transmission are
between people, but this neglects what happens within an individual’s mind when a
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meme is encountered. Further, language is context sensitive, and at least partially
grounded in perceptual-motor features that enrich complex linguistic representations
(Huette & Anderson, 2012). The factors contributing to whether the meme is transmitted,
or not transmitted, is most likely the product of an interaction of an individual with their
environment, thus cognitive factors contribute as well as social factors. However, if the
person decides to not transmit the meme further, the number of connections to the user no
longer matter and thus are of primary concern to understanding meme transmission. The
current work is at the cognitive level of analysis, where connections constitute an
information space inside of an individual, and success is determined by whether or not
the individual is likely to engage in further transmission of the meme.
The advantage of neural networks over rule-based systems is they are able to
solve more complex problems and carve up the solution’s space in unanticipated ways.
For example, cognitive process words may somewhat predict meme success, but a
combination of cognitive process words, emotion words, concreteness, etc. might be
interacting in non-intuitive ways that contribute to transmission or non-transmission of
the meme. To demonstrate this, we predicted a binary logistic regression would not yield
as much predictive power as the neural network model. Neural networks are able to come
up with solutions that do not rely on linear or singular relationships or causality, allowing
for complex interactions which are well known to be commonplace in thinking,
communication, and behavior. Performance of a binary logistic regression will be
compared to neural network performance to test this prediction.
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Chapter 3
Model
Meme Corpus
Memes were collected from the meme wiki-style website, knowyourmeme.com,
and were represented as 15 input nodes with binary values. Each element of the input
vector represented a linguistic or cognitive variable of the meme that was theoretically
and empirically motivated to have an impact on the meme’s popularity. The target
outputs consisted of two binary winner-takes-all nodes, where one represented
“successful” and the other represented “unsuccessful”. Meme success was determined by
using the number of Google search results of a meme phrase, verbatim. This was similar
to the way that hashtag searches were used in the aforementioned Twitter meme studies.
In order to reduce noise in the number of inaccurate result hits, a time range filter
was placed on each meme search, based on the month the meme search queries first
spiked. This was determined by using Google Trends, which allows users to show how
often a particular search term is entered in Google search, over time. If a meme’s search
queries first began to spike in October of 2009, then the search was limited to October
2009 to the present date. After determining the total number of search results provided
for each individual meme, a median split was applied to the data to separate successful
memes from unsuccessful memes. For this particular data set, memes that had 37,400 or
more search results were considered successful, and any memes below that threshold
were considered unsuccessful. Of course all memes were retransmitted to some degree,
so this label might be something more akin to “more popular” and “less popular” when
discussing memes as a whole. Importantly, the distribution of popularity was
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exponential, with successful memes being exponentially more popular than unsuccessful
memes.
Training Set
The dataset used to train the network consisted of 267 established memes
collected from knowyourmeme.com, a meme encyclopedia, which uses the wiki web
application to collect and categorize various internet memes. The memes included in our
corpus contain hashtag memes (e.g., #YOLO), copy-and-paste memes (e.g., Repost this if
you're a big black woman who don't need no man), as well as lesser known memes
commonly used in smaller online communities (e.g., burst into treats). The average meme
word length was roughly four words per meme, with the longest meme having 31 words.
Copy-and-paste memes were divided into smaller chunks of text, each chunk having at
most one complete sentence. In general, the memes used for the current study are
phenotypic memes, meaning their raw text contains the best estimate of the “original”
meme. Variants of these phenotypic memes were not included. If it could not be clearly
determined which meme came first, then both memes were included separately in the
dataset. The linguistic and cognitive properties of the meme text were broken down into
15 binary features that can be categorized as: psycholinguistic features, physical features,
orthographical features and meme type. These features were chosen on the basis of
sentence processing and memory literature.
Psycholinguistic Features
Eight psycholinguistic features were chosen as meme features. These features were
selected based on current cognitive psychology and psycholinguistic theories centered on
sentence recall, working memory, and how emotion and arousal affect memory.
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Mean word concreteness was determined through the use of Coh-Metrix,
(http://cohmetrix.com/) a validated linguistic analysis tool that is able to automatically
analyze text for features such as text cohesion, parts of speech, word frequency, lexical
diversity, and syntactic complexity (Graesser, McNamara, & Kulikowich, 2011).
Concreteness was chosen as a psycholinguistic feature for the current model because
previous research has shown that concrete words are easier to recall than abstract words
during a short-term serial recall task (Walker & Hulme, 1999). Memes that are easier to
recall and more concrete should have a distinct advantage over memes that are more
difficult to recall. If a given meme had more concrete terms than abstract terms then it
was coded as concrete (1), if it contained no concrete terms, or more abstract terms, then
it was coded as abstract (0).
The overall emotional arousal of a meme was determined through the use of the
LIWC (Linguistic Analysis and Word Count; Pennebaker, Francis, & Booth, 2001).
LIWC’s affect dictionaries were based on the emotion rating scales developed by
Watson, Clark, and Tellegen (1988). For this feature, if a meme included an emotional
word, either positive or negative, it was considered an emotional meme (1), and if the
meme contained no emotion words then it was considered a non-emotion meme (0). The
emotional arousal feature was included in the current model because previous research
has shown emotional arousal, in general, has an impact on long term declarative memory
(Cahill & McGaugh, 1998).
Four other finer-grained emotional features were also recorded for each meme.
These features were used to determine 1) whether or not positive emotion was present, 2)
whether or not negative emotion was present, 3) whether there was more positive
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emotion than negative emotion and, 4) whether there was more negative emotion than
positive emotion. Negative emotion has been found to enhance memory accuracy for
specific details during a recall task (Kensinger, 2007). However, the broaden-and-build
hypothesis posits that positive moods broaden an individual’s scope of attention and
thought-action repertoires, whereas negative moods tend to narrow an individual’s scope
of attention and associations between thoughts and actions (Fredrickson & Branigan,
2005).
In their study, Tsur and Rappoport (2012) chose to include LIWC’s “cognitive”
categories. They hypothesized that this category should contain words that prompt or
encourage specific behaviors (e.g., cause, know, ought). However, overall Tsur and
Rappoport found that the more general cognitive category only marginally improved the
MSE over the baseline. For the current study we chose to include the more specific
“CogMech” LIWC category (i.e., cognitive mechanism) with the hope of improving the
overall model.
The last psycholinguistic feature included involves the presence (1) or absence (0) of
curse words, or taboo words, in the meme. LIWC was used to determine the presence of
curse words in the set memes. LIWC’s swear word category includes a set of socially
proscribed derogatory or profane words. A slew of previous research has shown that
emotionally arousing words, particularly taboo words, are remembered better than neutral
or nonarousing words (see Kensinger, 2007 for a review). Memes with curse words
should have a distinct advantage over memes without curse words, in terms of the
meme’s ability to be recalled.
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Physical & Orthographical Features
Two physical features of the meme text were also recorded. Intuitively, memory
span is inversely related to word length, and words that take longer to read or speak are
more difficult to recall in simple recall tasks (Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975).
Memes that contained less than four words were considered short (1) and memes that
contained four or more words were considered long (0). Additionally, memes that
contained words that all had less than three syllables were considered short (1), and
memes that contained a word with 3 or more syllables were considered long (0). Shorter
and less complex memes should be easier to recall, improving their fitness and overall
success.
Two orthographical features were included based on the intuition that slang terms,
purposeful word misspellings, or purposeful incorrect grammar usage should set some
memes apart from others. Words with incorrect spelling, or novel words and phrases
should stand out more than correct word spellings and established words and phrasings. If
memes are competing for attention, then memes with novel words or phrases should tend
to be more popular or successful than memes using traditional spelling and phrasing.
Meme Type
Finally, three meme type features were coded. The three meme types consist of
template memes, copy-and-paste memes, and game memes. These were three different
features all mutually exclusive and determined during the search process. Examples of
game meme are “The object to your left will be your only weapon during a zombie
apocalypse” or “You are now manually breathing”. An example of a template meme is
provided in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. An example of a template meme. The text varies from iteration to iteration, but
the image remains static. Text here emphasizes awkward social behaviors.

Network Structure
The current model used a 4-layer backpropagation network that was designed to
take linguistic features as inputs and classify them as either successful or unsuccessful.
The neural network used to predict meme success consists of four layers: an input layer
with 15 nodes encoded in a binary manner, two hidden layers with 20 nodes each, and an
output layer with two nodes that represent the probability of success of the meme. The
targets for the output nodes were mutually exclusive, however it is possible that the
network could generate either high or low probabilities for both successful and
unsuccessful nodes. There were a total of 267 memes used to train the network. Network
weights were trained on each meme 3000 times in a randomized order, and weights were
modified after each learning instance using the delta rule. If the popularity of the meme
was high, the “successful” node was set to 1 and “unsuccessful” to 0, and vice versa for
unpopular memes. This value was determined by using a median split on the popularity
of the meme, where highly transmitted memes were considered successful, and more
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infrequent memes were less likely to be retransmitted. Learning rate was set to .001, and
the momentum term was set to 0.2. These were determined based on the observation the
network learned very quickly, and were used to prevent over-fitting. The network reached
an average Mean Squared Error of .228. Matlab coding of the network is available from
the first author upon request.
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Chapter 4
Results
In order to test the accuracy of the network, a random subset of 25 coded memes
was left out of the training set to test generalization to new items using a fully trained set
of connection weights. This is a test of the network’s predictive power and generalization
to new memes. The resulting output activation values were compared to the expected
target values. If the meme’s output activation on the “successful” output node was greater
than the output activation on the “unsuccessful” output node then the classification was
considered accurate. If the meme’s output activation on the “unsuccessful” output node
was greater than the output activation on the “successful” output node then the
classification was considered inaccurate. The network achieved 80% prediction accuracy,
or 20% higher than chance. Specifically, the network was able to accurately predict a
successful meme to be successful with 73% accuracy, and was able to accurately predict
an unsuccessful meme to be unsuccessful with 90% accuracy.
Regression Analysis
In addition, a binary logistic regression was performed. The target values
(successful or unsuccessful) were considered the dependent variable and each input node
was considered an independent variable. Because all data is binary, binary logistic
regression is appropriate for analyzing the factors that contribute to predicted success of a
meme. The overall logistic regression model was statistically significant, X2(14) =
48.893, p < .0005. The model explained 22.3% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in meme
success and correctly classified 54.1% of the successful memes as successful and 80.6%
of the unsuccessful memes as unsuccessful. Overall the binary logistic regression model
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had a prediction accuracy of 67.4%. Three predictor variables were statistically
significant. First, shorter memes were significant (p < .005), and 2.802 times more likely
to contribute to success. Memes that contained a swear word were .177 times less likely
to be successful than unsuccessful (p < .05), a small but significant contribution. Finally,
template memes were 2.223 times more likely to be successful than unsuccessful (p <
.05).
Discussion
The results of the current study demonstrate the utility of using linguistic
information as a means of predicting successful transmission of a meme. These
preliminary results warrant more in depth analyses, particularly a sensitivity analysis that
would detail which features contribute most to the outcome. Clearly, linguistic
information contributes a rich source of information that could be used in models that
incorporate multiple domains of information (user-level, visual feature, social structure,
etc.). Some of the features in the network may have contributed more or less to the
prediction of success in the network, and as with other neural networks it is difficult to
see what is driving these results. However, comparing the network’s results with a binary
logistic regression helped to provide some insight. Meme length, whether or not a meme
is a template meme, and the presence or absence of swear words within the meme
contributed significantly to predicting success in the logistic model. However, the logistic
model did not have prediction accuracy as high as the neural network model, pointing to
the potential contribution of other variables that on their own are not predictive in a
regression, but in an interactive context like a neural network, or perhaps other non-linear
models, have some predictive power.
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The neural network model presented here has several major limitations. The first
limitation is the operationalized definition of success. Google search results offer a quick
rough grained estimate for overall meme usage, but searching for specific phrases can
still sometimes include inaccurate search results. Without extensive and computationally
expensive web-crawlers, determining meme context from Google search results may be
extremely difficult. Memes that can be used in multiple domains can be considered
“flexible memes”, a quality that is likely related to overall meme fitness. Another
limitation to the current study is the input set and test set are relatively small. Many
studies attempting to predict meme success have access to millions of memes, albeit with
a broader operational definition. If the success of textual memes is largely dependent on
the average person’s ability to remember them, then many more cognitive variables can
and should be included.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The ability to detect and track memes and predicting their success is essential in
order to improve our understanding cultural evolution. Observing textual memes in
particular offers unique insights into the evolution of language. Social media provides a
petri dish environment for rapid meme generation and mutation. The current study
categorized meme content based on 12 features grounded on cognitive theories of
memory, emotion, and working memory limitations. This experiment helped support the
idea that meme content should be considered when attempting to predict meme success.
Future studies on meme prediction should benefit from a more robust operational
definition of success. This can likely be achieved by limiting the scope from a global
internet search to a specific social network. If a feed-forward backpropagation neural
network can achieve relative success in predicting meme popularity, then a more robust
network that takes into account working memory limitations should provide more
accurate results.
This model demonstrates that it is not only possible to predict overall success of a
meme at greater than chance levels, but also argues for there being important parameters
at the level of what other models typically neglect: whether or not the node transmits the
information further. Other models of meme transmission typically only take into account
the change of the meme over time (evolution), the rates of transmission (viral) or the
number of connections (small world networks). By incorporating cognitive processes into
models that also include information about the network at large, greater levels of
prediction could be achieved in future instantiations of meme transmission models.
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Chapter 6
Limitations and Future Directions
This goal of this chapter is to expand on the discussion, conclusions and
limitations sections of the published work described above. This chapter will contain a
more in-depth description of the steps necessary to improve our understanding of the
results in the meme prediction model. Additionally, several methods for developing a
more robust network will be proposed as well as the steps necessary to implement these
changes in the network.
Social Learning Framework
The term “meme” is derived from the combination of the Greek word “mimea”,
or that which is imitated, and gene. For a cultural unit of information to be considered a
meme, it must be capable of being imitated by others, via social learning. The social
learning component of memes is critical in understanding how memes transition from one
mind to another (Nye & Silverman, 2013). Bandura (1986) explains that four
mechanisms are necessary for social learning: attention, retention, motivation, and
production. The current model for meme success prediction contains features that focus
primarily on the attention and retention mechanisms (i.e., individuals must be able to
cognitively attend to or notice a meme and retain the meme in memory in order to
replicate it). Viewing the results of the model’s performance with this theoretical
framework allows us to interpret why the model was better at identifying which memes
would not succeed than it was at identifying which memes would succeed. For example,
overly lengthy memes that contain more complicated words are inherently more difficult
to pass through the “attention” and “retention” cognitive filters Bandura describes in his
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social learning theory. In the current model, these memes are more easily recognized as
potentially being difficult to replicate. Memes that contain these inherent difficult
features would need to contain other features greatly complement the motivation and
production mechanisms for social learning (e.g., contain content that people are highly
motivated to spread) to be successful. As such, a limitation of the current model is that it
contains no information about individuals’ motivation to replicate the meme. This
limitation may explain why the model was less accurate in predicting memes to be
successful.
The corpus used to train the memes only contains memes that are already, to some
degree, successful. Naturally, the meme categorizing website “knowyourmeme.com”
only chose to include memes that have already been replicated, and thus are already
successful. The work described in Chapters 1-5 would be better described as developing a
model that predicts memes to be successful or less successful, rather than successful or
unsuccessful. The difference is certainly not trivial. A challenging but necessary next step
will be to find a way to compare the successful / less successful meme model to a model
trained on a corpus of memes and non-memes. Non-memes could be described as general
Google search terms, not necessarily those which have already been recognized as
memes. If the network trained on the memes / non-memes corpus produces similar
results, this would strengthen the generalizability of the current work.
Improving Understanding of the Current Model
In the discussion of Chapter 4, we explained that determining which meme
features were contributing more to meme success, and to what degree, was difficult due
to the abstract nature of neural networks. However, there are several analytical methods
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available to help determine which input features are contributing most to the prediction
accuracy of the model. To this end, multiple versions of the network could be trained,
where each version of the network is trained by leaving out a different feature. The
performances of the various networks could be systematically compared to one another.
Further, different combinatorial sets of inputs could also be used to train these various
networks, and their performances be similarly compared. Additionally, the proportional
variance explained by each feature could be assessed in a linear regression by using the
LMG metric (Lindemann, Merenda, & Gold, 1980). This metric consists of R2 that is
partitioned by averaging over orders. While the binary logistic regression analysis
described in the results section of Chapter 4 provides a good baseline comparison to the
network, a LMG regression will offer a better comparison as it takes into account the
various combinations of features in its analysis.
More Robust Testing of Model’s Generalizability
The current assessment of the model’s accuracy serves more of a proof of concept
than an exhaustive assessment. A major limitation of the testing method described in
Chapter 4 is the uneven distribution of successful and unsuccessful memes. The set of
memes used to test the accuracy of the model contained 15 successful memes and only 10
unsuccessful memes. A more robust test set should contain an even number of successful
memes and unsuccessful memes. A good standard for testing the generalizability of a
network is to create a “hold-out set”, roughly 10% of the training set, which is withheld
from the training of the model and is then used as the test set to assess the validity of the
model. This process should be repeated multiple times, each time with a new random
hold-out set. The accuracies should be recorded for each trial. The average accuracies of
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the trails should then be recorded. This method insures the accuracy of the model is valid.
A similar process can be used to determine the best number of epochs for training.
Adding to the Model
In addition to determining how much of the 15 features contribute to the model,
future research should consider including additional features that focus on the meme
content. Word frequency appears to have an impact on sentence and serial recall. High
frequency words (i.e., words that commonly occur in daily language use) appear to have
an advantage over low-frequency words during encoding (i.e., low-frequency words
require more processing resources to be encoded) (Diana & Reder, 2006). Individuals
also appear to perform better on long-term memory tasks that include high-frequency
words compared to tasks that include low-frequency words (Hulme et al., 1997).
However, it has also been observed that low-frequency words have an advantage over
high-frequency words in recognition tasks (Reder et al., 2000). Memes that consist of
high-frequency words may be replicated more frequently than those with low-frequency
words because it requires less cognitive resources to produce high-frequency words, and
they appear to be easier to encode to long-term memory.
Nearly all of the memes in the corpus used to train the above network had some
kind of humor component. In sentence recall tasks, humorous sentences appear to
outperform non-humorous sentences (Schmidt, 1994). Operationally defining humorous
memes may prove to be difficult without human judgement. Human humor judgements
ratings on the memes in the above corpus could be quickly obtained through the use of
Mechanical Turk. These humor judgements could be used in addition to a “surprisal”
rating for each meme. Word surprisal is defined as the probability for a given word to
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appear in a sentence given the proceeding words. In computational linguistics, humor can
be defined as surprisal that is pleasurable (Suslov, 2007). The humor and surprisal
features of memes could be considered to fall under the “motivation” cognitive filter
necessary for social learning. Memes with high surprisal and humor values should tend to
be replicated more frequently than those with low surprisal and humor values.
Certainly, the current model does not capture every important linguistic feature
for determining meme success and adding additional features to the model may improve
its generalizability. However, another way to improve the validity of the network is to
expand the corpus used to train it. The current meme corpus of 267 memes is relatively
small when compared to previous meme research, and artificial neural network research
in general. Expanding the corpus to include all of the memes included in the meme
categorizing website, knowyourmeme.com, should help improve the validity of the
model. A simple scraping tool will be constructed to extract all of the text-based meme
content from the website. The new memes will then be coded in the same way discussed
in Chapter 3, and the network will be re-trained on the expanded corpus.
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Appendix: A
Table 1
Binary Logistic Regression Analysis of Meme Success
β

S.E β

Wald

df

P

eβ

Concreteness

-.153

.317

.233

1

.629

.858

Taboo Word Present

-1.728

.669

6.665

1

.010

.178

Cog. Word Present

-.219

.318

.472

1

.492

.804

Pos. Emo. Present

.207

1.133

.033

1

.855

1.229

Neg. Emo. Present

.014

.424

.001

1

.973

1.014

More Pos. than Neg. Emo.

-.284

1.209

.055

1

.814

.753

Length (# of words)

1.034

.340

9.245

1

.002

2.812

Length (# of syllables)

.869

.568

2.341

1

.126

2.384

Misspelled Word

.610

.388

2.473

1

.116

1.840

Grammatically Incorrect

-.200

.364

.300

1

.584

.819

Game Meme

-1.575

.862

3.342

1

.068

.207

Copy-and-Paste Meme

-.893

.852

1.098

1

.295

.409

Template Meme

.764

.354

4.667

1

.031

2.147

-1.436

.691

4.318

1

.038

.238

Predictor

Constant

Note. Bolded predictor names indicate predictors that significantly contribute to the
model. α = .05
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Table 2
Generalizability Accuracy of Test Set
Meme

Combo Breaker

Successful

Output Value
(Successful
Node)
0.521828942

Exploding Knees

Unsuccessful

0.36821335

0.596721522

Yes

Successful

0.734385858

0.266918115

Yes

Draw me like one of your French girls

Unsuccessful

0.490538759

0.553991535

Yes

What has been seen cannot be unseen

Unsuccessful

0.624091491

0.40616395

No

Twerking

Successful

0.539863497

0.478941588

Yes

Women Logic

Successful

0.734385858

0.266918115

Yes

CopyPasta

Successful

0.539863497

0.478941588

Yes

Unsuccessful

0.363977147

0.623366592

Yes

And it’s gone

Successful

0.734385858

0.266918115

Yes

Cringeworthy

Successful

0.539863497

0.478941588

Yes

With blackjack and hookers

Unsuccessful

0.443714771

0.561369957

Yes

Facebomb

Unsuccessful

0.296902994

0.687828506

Yes

it would be a shame if something
happened
to it Mallard
Actual
Advice

Unsuccessful

0.33822076

0.644721911

Yes

Successful

0.655126114

0.337237276

Yes

is too damn high!

Successful

0.644384417

0.344798368

Yes

Banana for scale

Successful

0.569601569

0.458131337

Yes

Gotta go fast

Successful

0.36821335

0.596721522

No

faces of marijuana

Successful

0.378210345

0.605161868

No

no this is Patrick

Successful

0.624091491

0.40616395

Yes

Unsuccessful

0.491597616

0.532788959

Yes

Successful

0.443714771

0.561369957

No

Trainers Hate Him

Unsuccessful

0.301085127

0.697322127

Yes

Green Text Stories

Unsuccessful

0.330095479

0.642752324

Yes

Successful

0.273299032

0.695339623

No

You can’t explain that

NASA Mohawk Guy

Does this look like the face of mercy?
You know nothing Jon Snow

Shitstorm

Target

Output Value
(Unsuccessful
Node)
0.467743299

Accurate
?
Yes

Note. Per the winner-take-all approach for assessing accuracy, accurate successful
predictions were made if the meme target was “successful” and the activation value for
the successful node was greater than the activation value for the unsuccessful output
node. Accurate unsuccessful predictions were made if the meme target was
“unsuccessful” and the activation value for the unsuccessful node was greater than the
activation value for the successful output node.
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Table 3
Confusion Matrix for Network Prediction Accuracy
Predicted:
Predicted:
n = 25
SUCCESSFUL
UNSUCCESSFUL
Actual:
SUCCESSFUL
Actual:
UNSUCCESSFUL
Total

Total

TP = 11

FN = 4

15

FP = 1

TN = 9

10

12

13

Note. TP = Successful memes predicted to be successful, TN = Unsuccessful
memes predicted to be unsuccessful, FP = Unsuccessful memes predicted to be
successful, FN = Successful memes predicted to be unsuccessful.
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Table 4
Meme Corpus: Raw Text with Google Search Results and Targets
Meme: Raw Text

Leonardo DiCaprio Gets Snubbed By Oscars
[X Intensifies]
Asdf
Doge
Such Wow
How to Draw an Owl
Raise your Dongers
Bold Move Cotton
genwunner
my sides
Strong Black Woman Who Don’t Need No Man
Repost this if you're a big black woman who don't need no man
Yeah Science, Bitch
Die Cis Scum
Bae caught me slippin
I too like to live dangerously
Before You Say I Am Stoling This Art, Let Me Explain You A Thing
The Glorious PC Gaming Master Race
Bitches be like
Selfie
You had one job
Has science gone too far
Thanks, Obama
That's the joke
They don't think it be like it is, but it do
Your tears are delicious
So I guess you can say things are getting pretty serious
Murica
I've made a huge mistake
Apply cold water to that burn
YOLO
I should buy a boat
On the internet, nobody knows you're a
Check your privilege
Fuck me, right?
Go Home, You are drunk
Karma Whore
France is Bacon

Google
Search
Results

Target:
Successful
(1),
Unsuccessful
(0)

24,000
256,000
34,400
17,300,000
22,400
12,500
9,260
291,000
36,500
412,000
648
14,200
18,700
3,920
2,740,000
100,000
1260
211,000
224,000
401,000,000
93,300
54,800
142,000
39,500
613,000
279,000
44,300
736,000
37,600
26,500
32,900,000
155,000
12,600
33,200
114,000
60,000
9,410
3,160

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

(table continues)
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Table 4 (Continued)
Meme: Raw Text

Tips Fedora
2spooky
Grumpy Cat
Wall of Text
This isn't even my final form
I hope senpai will notice me
Stahp
I didn’t choose the thug life, the thug life chose me
Video game logic
This is where I'd put my trophy, if I had one
Mom's spaghetti
That escalated quickly
Am I the only one around here
Let me tell you why that's bullshit
You keep using that word, I do not think you know what it means
Hey girls, did you know
Confession Bear
The Object to Your left
What the fuck did you just fucking say about me, you little bitch?
I’ll have you know I graduated top of my class in the Navy Seals, and
I’ve been involved in numerous secret raids on Al-Quaeda, and I have
over 300 confirmed kills
Are you frustrated?
U WOT M8
Almost Politically Correct Redneck
Didney Worl
Surprise Motherfucker
Dis gon b gud
I'm OK with this
Checkmate, Atheists
Sanic
Ain't nobody got time for that
Ridiculously Photogenic
Oh Long Johnson
You're gonna have a bad time
Do you even lift?
That's just like, your opinion, man
I've seen some shit
Ermahgerd
in the feels

Google
Search
Results

Target:
Successful
(1),
Unsuccessful
(0)

13,900
36,900
9,690,000
739,000
12,000
153,000
491,000
3,350
2,380,000
10
31,000
193,000
171,000
799
5,980
10,700
792,000
2,020
5,490
5,240

0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

48,500
55,500
27,100
11,800
41,900
6,790
29,700
10,200
103,000
585,000
144,000
10,400
123,000
182,000
43,900
6,670
1,400,000
131,000

1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1

(table continues)
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Table 4 (Continued)
Meme: Raw Text

If it fits I sits
That Really Rustled my Jimmies
My Jimmies
Jimmies
Cat Breading
Tree Fiddy
Friendzone
Smoke weed errday
Dafuq
Would not bang
Swag
I have no idea what I'm doing
That awkward moment **Movie Titled "That Awkward Moment" **
Well, there's your problem
I hope you step on a lego
Christmas is Cancelled
Are you not entertained?
Scumbag Brain
Burst into treats
I took an arrow in the knee
Shit Tyrone, Get it together
5ever
Casually pepper spray
Fus Ro Dah
Ted the Caver
Yes, this is dog
Tebowing
We're a culture not a costume
The song of my people
We are the 99 percent
What a twist
RIP Headphone users
Screw the rules, I have money
the Alot
You so crazy
Welcome to the internet
Captain Hindsight
why not zoidberg?
Why not both?
Abandon Thread

Google
Search
Results

Target:
Successful
(1),
Unsuccessful
(0)

19,100
10,400
43,600
690,000
5,930
42,000
3,730,000
1,210
6,110,000
29,000
84,300,000
197,000
9,120,000
20,200
4,860
8,140
88,400
480,000
476
19,700
1,520
72,900
4,240
157,000
1,830
45,900
91,500
4,490
23,400
26,700
41,600
14,400
5,840
11,400
45,800
1,490,000
294,000
58,000
172,000
22,100

0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0

(table continues)
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Table 4 (Continued)
Meme: Raw Text

Waiting for OP
Everyday I'm shufflin'
Stop Posting
breadfish
Herp Derp
Streisand Effect
First World Problems
A wild snorlax appears
Not sure if trolling
How about no
I can count to potato
I don't want to live on this planet anymore
They told me I could be anything I wanted
No homo
I'm not saying Aliens
Look at all the fucks I give
I must go, my people need me
Jesus take the wheel
I have the weirdest boner
Oh god how did this get here I am not good with computer
Shut up and take my money
This kills the crab
Recorded with a potato
Ladies, Please, contain your orgasms
I regret nothing
I know that feel bro
Some men just want to watch the world burn
Are you a wizard
Brock Obama
Didn't read LOL
Poe's Law
Happy Keanu
Butthurt
Winter is coming
Trololo
I throw my hands up in the air sometimes saying ayo
Don't worry, I'm from the internet
2/10 would not bang
Baww
The Grifter

Google
Search
Results

Target:
Successful
(1),
Unsuccessful
(0)

9,700
16,900
2,190,000
29,800
230,000
33,300
6,210,000
2,160
26,000
156,000
11,200
60,700
2,830
4,940,000
801
43,900
9,990
175,000
19,500
818
1,980,000
1,200
2,620
22,800
152,000
71,500
50,500
25,000
19,700
13,500
25,700
5,480
5,500,000
4,210,000
910,000
2,790
608
10,400
45,300
20,000

0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0

(table continues)
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Table 4 (Continued)
Meme: Raw Text

Seems Legit
in b4
Hurr Durr
You must be new here
You don't say
You just activated my trap card
Like a boss
Holy Shit it's a dinosaur!
Milhouse is not a meme
Delete system 32
u jelly?
Foul bachelorette Frog
Enjoy your AIDS
Have you ever been so angry that you
My body is ready
Costanza.jpg
Impossibru
YOU CAN'T CUT BACK ON FUNDING! YOU WILL REGRET
THIS!
How about I slap your shit
Not intended to be a factual statement
Come at me bro
not your personal army
scumbag steve
Hover hand
Better drink my own piss
Protip
It's dangerous to go alone! Take this
It's super effective!
Has anyone really been far even as decided to use even go want to do
look more like
Then who was phone
Everybody walk the dinosaur
My name is john and I hate every single one of you
Babby
You are now breathing manually
Bitches don't know
Leave Britney Alone
I like turtles
All Your base Are Belong to Us
Om nom nom

Google
Search
Results

Target:
Successful
(1),
Unsuccessful
(0)

3,830,000
90,800
109,000
37,500
216,000
8,340
21,900,000
521
1,450
5,870
64,100
278,000
1,090
1,730
148,000
7,440
94,600
533

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

1,350
3,480
468,000
47,000
871,000
52,400
18,600
3,670,000
22,200
969,000
15,300

0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0

10,600
7,940
1,190
2,890,000
5,550
32,600
85,300
127,000
374,000
1,140,000

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

(table continues)
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Table 4 (Continued)
Meme: Raw Text

C-C-C-C-COMBO BREAKER
I see what you did there
It's Over 9000
Over 9000
Do a barrel Roll
don't tase me bro
Feels good man
Diabeetus
It's a Trap
You're doing it wrong
Series of Tubes
One does not simply
Flying Spaghetti Monster
NO U
Divide by Zero
Do not want
Newfags can't triforce
in ur base
I'm in your base killing your dudes
I'm the goddamn batman
Don't copy that floppy
kill it with fire
Fuck Yeah Seaking
I think Halo is a pretty cool guy
Doesn't afraid of anything
Pwned
Your argument is invalid
Pillowy Mounds of Mashed Potatoes
Internet Hate Machine
Imma let you finish
Gee Bill how come your mom lets you eat two wieners
Carol never wore her safety goggles, now she doesn't need them
This looks shopped
This looks shopped I can tell from some of the pixels and from seeing
quite a few shops in my time
quite a few shops in my time
Goodnight Sweet Prince
Foul Bachelore Frog
Good Luck, I'm behind seven Proxies
Read this in my voice

Google
Search
Results

Target:
Successful
(1),
Unsuccessful
(0)

7,180
3,660,000
1,610,000
6,430,000
111,000
37,400
55,200
58,300
2,540,000
5,030,000
79,500
1,700,000
669,000
3,220,000
110,000
106,000
9,180
10,200
492
6,840
8,130
141,000
2,790
539
21,700
3,700,000
130,000
1,340
8,820
63,300
277
318
28,700
795

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

2,350
26,700
1,040,000
442
2,160

0
0
1
0
0

(table continues)
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Table 4 (Continued)
Meme: Raw Text

You win the internet
Red Leader standing by
This is why we can't have nice things
I drink your milkshake
HNNNNNG
How do I shot web
Fucking Magnets, How do they work
Fucking magnets
How do they work
Amber Lamps
Haters gonna hate
Haters gon hate
Deal with it
myspace angles
Fuck yo couch
Keep calm and carry on
Fap
Forever Alone
I, for one, welcome our X overloards
Banhammer
dat ass
Y U NO
needs more cowbell
Challenge Accepted
Fuck my life
FML
Isn't Normal, but on meth it is
Snape Kills Dumbledore
And not a single fuck was given that day
Not a single Fuck
Overly Attached Girlfriend
Pepper Spray Cop
Sad Keanu
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Google
Search
Results

Target:
Successful
(1),
Unsuccessful
(0)

15,100
1,520
78,300
21,600
43,400
4,340
3,520
11,200
622,000
14,000
3,950,000
34,600
23,300,000
5,400
22,900
2,280,000
11,600,000
4,510,000
9,150
124,000
4,240,000
2,770,000
37,200
3,490,000
95,900
8,570,000
1,110
7,040
22,800
25,600
1,160,000
18,600
176,000

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

Appendix: B
Annotated MATLAB Code
clear
epochs = 0;
mse = 999; %Initial Mean Squared Error%
a = .001; %Learning Rate%
mom = .2; %Momentum Term%
%% Input vectors. Meme features are in the following order, left to right. %%
%% Word Concreteness, Meme Length(#words), Emo.Arousal(Emo. Present), Pos.Emo.Pres.,
Neg.Emo.Pres., Pos.>Neg., Neg.>Pos., Meme Length(#syllables), SwearWordPres.,
TemplateMeme., GameMeme, Copy&Paste Meme, Misspelling, Gramm.Incorrect.,
Cog.Word.Pres. %%
%% Refer to Table 3 (Appendix C) for Meme Raw Text %%
inputs = [
000000000100000
010000000100000
010000010000110
010000010000110
011101010000010
100000010001001
010000010000100
111101010000000
010000000000100
010000010000000
101101010001011
100000010001011
011010111000000
010000010000000
000000010000110
011010100100000
000000010001111
101101010000000
011010111100010
010000010000100
010000010100000
000000010100000
011101010100000
011101010000000
000000010000011
011110010000000
001110010100001
010000010000110
001010110100001
100000010000000
010000010000110
100000010000001
000000010100001
011101010000000
011010111100000
000000010100000
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011010110000000
010000010000010
010000010000000
010000010000100
110000010100000
110000010010000
000000010100000
001101010000001
010000010000100
000000010100001
010000010100001
000000010100001
010000010000000
010000000100000
000000010100001
000000010000001
000000010000001
100000010100001
110000010100001
100000010010000
001010111001001
101010100001001
110000010000000
010000010000100
010000000100001
011101011000100
010000000100000
011101010000100
010000010000001
010000010000000
010000010000100
001010110000010
010000000100000
011010110000000
000000010100000
010000010000000
000000010000001
011010111000001
010000010100100
010000010000011
100000010000011
000000010000101
010000010000100
010000010000100
110000010000000
110000010000100
111101010000000
110000010000100
010000010000110
010000010100001
010000010000000
000000010000001
011010110000000
011110010000001
001101010000001
010000010000000
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001101010000001
110000010100000
010000010000011
100000010100000
001010111000000
010000010000101
111101000100000
010000010000000
010000010000000
110000010000010
010000010000100
000000010100001
100000010000000
000000010000001
110000010000000
010000010000000
001010111000000
010000010000111
011010110000010
011101010000000
110000010100000
010000010000001
010000010000001
111010110000001
010000010000001
010000000000100
110000010000001
010000010000100
010000010000110
010000010000001
111010110100001
010000010100001
011101010100011
010000010000001
100000010000010
100000010100001
000000010100001
010000010000100
010000010100011
001010111000011
000000010000001
110000010000000
001010110000010
001110011000011
100000010101001
111010110000000
110000010000011
101101010000001
011010110000001
000000010000001
100000010000001
110000010000000
010000010000000
110000010000000
010000010000001
011101010100000
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010000010000100
110000010000000
010000000000100
100000010001101
001010110000000
010000010100001
010000010000100
010000010000000
010000010000011
010000010010100
010000010000110
000000010000001
010000010000000
100000000000001
110000010100001
001010111000000
000000010000001
010000010010000
110000010000110
110000000100000
010000010000010
001010110000001
011101010000000
010000010000100
010000000000101
101010110001001
001010111000011
001010110000001
010000010000011
011000010000001
010000010100000
110000010000000
001110011000010
010000010000100
001010110100000
011101010100001
000000010001011
010000010000010
110000000001011
001010110001001
010000010000100
000000000010000
011010111100011
011010110000000
111101010000000
100000010001011
010000010000100
010000000000100
000000010000000
010000010000000
010000010000000
110000010000000
010000010000000
111101010000001
010000010000100
010000010000000
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011010110000000
110000010000000
010000010000001
110000010000000
010000010000110
010000010000000
010000010000011
010000010010100
110000010000100
101010110000000
011010111000000
010000010000000
111010110000001
011010111000000
001101010000001
011010110000011
010000010000100
011010110000000
100000010000000
111010110000000
010000010000110
100000010100001
001101010100001
110000010000000
000000010001001
100000010000001
111101010110000
110000010100000
001101010000001
100000010010000
011101010000010
110000010010001
001101010000001
110000010000000
010000010000100
100000010000011
101010111000001
111010111000000
110000010000001
110000010000000
011010110000010
011010110000110
010000010000001
110000010000000
111010111000110
001101010100001
010000010000100
011010110000001
001101010000000
010000010000100
010000010000100
010000010100110
010000010000001
011101010100001
011010111000000
010000010000100
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000000010100001
011010111000000
001010111000011
011010111000011
011010110100000
110000010000000
011010110000000
];

targets = [
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
];

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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w1 = rand(15,20)*2-1;
%20 here is “hidden layer nodes”
w2 = rand(20,2)*2-1;
wh1 = rand(20,20)*2-1; %hid1 to hid2
w1chmom = zeros(15,20);
wh1chmom=zeros(20,20); %weight change momentum for second hid weights
w2chmom = zeros(20,2);
biasO = rand(1,2)*2-1;
biasH = rand(1,20)*2-1;
biasH2 = rand(1,20)*2-1;
biasOmom = zeros(1,2);
biasHmom = zeros(1,20);
biasH2mom=zeros(1,20); %bias hid 2 momentum
while mse>.01 & epochs < 3000
epochs = epochs + 1;
lines= randperm(267); %%has to be randomized!
for n = 1:267;
in = inputs(lines(n),:);
targ = targets(lines(n),:);
linhid1 = in * w1 + biasH;
hid1 = 1./(1+exp(-linhid1));
linhid2 = hid1 * wh1 + biasH2; %%second hidden layer
hid2 = 1./(1+exp(-linhid2));
linout = hid2 * w2 + biasO;
output = 1./(1+exp(-linout));
errs(n) = mean((targ-output).^2);
deltaout = (targ - output) .* (output .* (1-output));
deltahid2 = (hid2 .* (1-hid2)) .* (deltaout * w2');
deltahid1 = (hid1 .* (1-hid1)) .* (deltahid2 * wh1');
w1ch = (in' * deltahid1) * a + (w1chmom * mom);
w1 = w1 + w1ch;
wh1ch = (hid1' * deltahid2) * a + (wh1chmom * mom);
wh1 = wh1 + wh1ch;
w2ch = (hid2' * deltaout) * a + (w2chmom * mom);
w2 = w2 + w2ch;
biasO = biasO + deltaout* a + (biasOmom * mom);
biasH2 = biasH2 + deltahid2 * a + (biasH2mom* mom);
biasH = biasH + deltahid1 * a + (biasHmom* mom);
w2chmom = w2ch;
wh1chmom = wh1ch;
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w1chmom = w1ch;
biasOmom = deltaout * a + (biasOmom * mom);
biasH2mom = deltahid2 * a + (biasH2mom * mom);
biasHmom = deltahid1 * a + (biasHmom * mom);
end
mse(epochs) = mean(errs);
end
plot(mse)
testinputs =
[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
110000000000000
010000010100001
101101010000000
000000010000000
010000010000100
010000010100001
010000010000100
110000010000000
010000010100001
010000010000100
100000010000001
010000010010100
001010100000001
110000010100010
001010111100000
010000010000110
110000000000000
110000000000010
000000010000000
100000010000000
100000010000001
011010110000000
110000010000001
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0];
testtargs=[1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

0
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1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
];
outputs=zeros(25,2);
for i=1:25
in = testinputs(i,:);
linhid1 = in * w1 + biasH;
hid1 = 1./(1+exp(-linhid1));
linhid2 = hid1 * wh1 + biasH2; %%second hidden layer
hid2 = 1./(1+exp(-linhid2));
linout = hid2 * w2 + biasO;
output = 1./(1+exp(-linout));
outputs(i,:)=output;
end
score = testtargs-outputs
result= mean(score)
accurate=le(abs(score),.5)
mean(accurate)
%Combo Breaker Test (Successful)
ComboBreaker = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
ComboBreakerlHid = ComboBreaker * w1 + biasH;
ComboBreakerHid = 1./(1+exp(-ComboBreakerlHid));
ComboBreakerlOut = ComboBreakerHid * w2 + biasO;
ComboBreakerOut = 1./(1+exp(-ComboBreakerlOut));
%Exploding Knees Test (Unsuccessful)
ExplodingKnees = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
ExplodingKneeslHid = ExplodingKnees * w1 + biasH;
ExplodingKneesHid = 1./(1+exp(-ExplodingKneeslHid));
ExplodingKneeslOut = ExplodingKneesHid * w2 + biasO;
ExplodingKneesOut = 1./(1+exp(-ExplodingKneeslOut));
%You Can't Explain That Test (Successful)
YCET= [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1];
YCETlHid = YCET * w1 + biasH;
YCETHid = 1./(1+exp(-YCETlHid));
YCETlOut = YCETHid * w2 + biasO;
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YCETOut = 1./(1+exp(-YCETlOut));
%Draw Me Like One of your French Girls Test (Unsuccessful)
DMLOOYFG = [1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
DMLOOYFGlHid = DMLOOYFG * w1 + biasH;
DMLOOYFGHid = 1./(1+exp(-DMLOOYFGlHid));
DMLOOYFGlOut = DMLOOYFGHid * w2 + biasO;
DMLOOYFGOut = 1./(1+exp(-DMLOOYFGlOut));
%What Has Been Seen Cannot be Unseen Test (Unsuccessful)
WHBS = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
WHBSlHid = WHBS * w1 + biasH;
WHBSHid = 1./(1+exp(-WHBSlHid));
WHBSlOut = WHBSHid * w2 + biasO;
WHBSGOut = 1./(1+exp(-WHBSlOut));
%Twerking Test (Twerkcessful)
Twerking = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0];
TwerkinglHid = Twerking * w1 + biasH;
TwerkingHid = 1./(1+exp(-TwerkinglHid));
TwerkinglOut = TwerkingHid * w2 + biasO;
TwerkingOut = 1./(1+exp(-TwerkinglOut));
%Women Logic Test (Successful)
WomenLogic = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1];
WomenLogiclHid = WomenLogic * w1 + biasH;
WomenLogicHid = 1./(1+exp(-WomenLogiclHid));
WomenLogiclOut = WomenLogicHid * w2 + biasO;
WomenLogicOut = 1./(1+exp(-WomenLogiclOut));
%CopyPasta Test (My name is Successful and I hate every single one of you)
CopyPasta = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0];
CopyPastalHid = CopyPasta * w1 + biasH;
CopyPastaHid = 1./(1+exp(-CopyPastalHid));
CopyPastalOut = CopyPastaHid * w2 + biasO;
CopyPastaOut = 1./(1+exp(-CopyPastalOut));
%NASA Mohawk Guy Test (Unsuccessful)
NASAMo = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
NASAMolHid = NASAMo * w1 + biasH;
NASAMoHid = 1./(1+exp(-NASAMolHid));
NASAMolOut = NASAMoHid * w2 + biasO;
NASAMoOut = 1./(1+exp(-NASAMolOut));
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%And it's gone Test (Successful)
AndIG = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1];
AndIGlHid = AndIG * w1 + biasH;
AndIGHid = 1./(1+exp(-AndIGlHid));
AndIGlOut = AndIGHid * w2 + biasO;
AndIGOut = 1./(1+exp(-AndIGlOut));
%Cringeworthy Test (Successful)
Cringeworthy = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0];
CringeworthylHid = Cringeworthy * w1 + biasH;
CringeworthyHid = 1./(1+exp(-CringeworthylHid));
CringeworthylOut = CringeworthyHid * w2 + biasO;
CringeworthyOut = 1./(1+exp(-CringeworthylOut));
%With blackjack and hookers Test (Unsuccessful)
WBJAH = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1];
WBJAHlHid = WBJAH * w1 + biasH;
WBJAHHid = 1./(1+exp(-WBJAHlHid));
WBJAHlOut = WBJAHHid * w2 + biasO;
WBJAHOut = 1./(1+exp(-WBJAHlOut));
%Facebomb Test (Unsuccessful)
Facebomb = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0];
FacebomblHid = Facebomb * w1 + biasH;
FacebombHid = 1./(1+exp(-FacebomblHid));
FacebomblOut = FacebombHid * w2 + biasO;
FacebombOut = 1./(1+exp(-FacebomblOut));
%it would be a shame if something happened to it Test (Unsuccessful)
IWBAS = [0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1];
IWBASlHid = IWBAS * w1 + biasH;
IWBASHid = 1./(1+exp(-IWBASlHid));
IWBASlOut = IWBASHid * w2 + biasO;
IWBASOut = 1./(1+exp(-IWBASlOut));
%Actual Advice Mallard Test (Successful)
AAM = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0];
AAMlHid = AAM * w1 + biasH;
AAMHid = 1./(1+exp(-AAMlHid));
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AAMlOut = AAMHid * w2 + biasO;
AAMOut = 1./(1+exp(-AAMlOut));
%is too damn high! Test (Successful)
ITDH = [0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0];
ITDHlHid = ITDH * w1 + biasH;
ITDHHid = 1./(1+exp(-ITDHlHid));
ITDHlOut = ITDHHid * w2 + biasO;
ITDHOut = 1./(1+exp(-ITDHlOut));
%gotta go fast (Successful)
GGF = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0];
GGFlHid = GGF * w1 + biasH;
GGFHid = 1./(1+exp(-GGFlHid));
GGFlOut = GGFHid * w2 + biasO;
GGFOut = 1./(1+exp(-GGFlOut));
%banana for scale (Successful)
BFS = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
BFSlHid = BFS * w1 + biasH;
BFSHid = 1./(1+exp(-BFSlHid));
BFSlOut = BFSHid * w2 + biasO;
BFSOut = 1./(1+exp(-BFSlOut));
%faces of marijuana (Successful)
FOM = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0] ;
FOMlHid = FOM * w1 + biasH;
FOMHid = 1./(1+exp(-FOMlHid));
FOMlOut = FOMHid * w2 + biasO;
FOMOut = 1./(1+exp(-FOMlOut));
%no this is patrick (Successful)
NTIP = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
NTIPlHid = NTIP * w1 + biasH;
NTIPHid = 1./(1+exp(-NTIPlHid));
NTIPlOut = NTIPHid * w2 + biasO;
NTIPOut = 1./(1+exp(-NTIPlOut));
%does this look like the face of mercy (Unsuccessful)
DoesThis= [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
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DoesThislHid = DoesThis * w1 + biasH;
DoesThisHid = 1./(1+exp(-DoesThislHid));
DoesThislOut = DoesThisHid * w2 + biasO;
DoesThisOut = 1./(1+exp(-DoesThislOut));
%You Know Nothing Jon Snow (Successful)
KnowNothing= [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1] ;
KnowNothinglHid = KnowNothing * w1 + biasH;
KnowNothingHid = 1./(1+exp(-KnowNothinglHid));
KnowNothinglOut = KnowNothingHid * w2 + biasO;
KnowNothingOut = 1./(1+exp(-KnowNothinglOut));
%Trainers Hate Him (Unsuccessful)
HateHim = [0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] ;
HateHimlHid = HateHim * w1 + biasH;
HateHimHid = 1./(1+exp(-HateHimlHid));
HateHimlOut = HateHimHid * w2 + biasO;
HateHimOut = 1./(1+exp(-HateHimlOut));
% Green text stories (Unsuccessful)
Green = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1] ;
GreenlHid = Green * w1 + biasH;
GreenHid = 1./(1+exp(-GreenlHid));
GreenlOut = GreenHid * w2 + biasO;
GreenOut = 1./(1+exp(-GreenlOut));
%Shitstorm (Successful)
Shitstorm = [1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0];
ShitstormlHid = Shitstorm * w1 + biasH;
ShitstormHid = 1./(1+exp(-ShitstormlHid));
ShitstormlOut = ShitstormHid * w2 + biasO;
ShitstormOut = 1./(1+exp(-ShitstormlOut));
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